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JACKIE RAINFORTH

True Colors Testimonials
““Jackie is Awesome! She did two full day True Colors training sessions with our team 
and made it Super Fun!

It covered Mastering Personal Success, Change, Team Building, and Leadership. The 
training brought our team together and created a strong sense of understanding each 
team members strengths.

Jackie helped our whole team to view change as a favorable exciting opportunity. Her 
interactive presentation on new leadership was perfect for the change in culture we are 
working on with our team.

Our team loves Jackie and the way she helped our group.... We can't wait to have her 
back again soon!!”                                                                                               -Jim Moore 
- President / Northgate Industries

“My co-workers and I participated in the Colors Mastering Personal Success, 
Leadership and Team Building program with Jackie’s company.

I was open but didn’t expect to gain much as I’ve participated in many personality 
programs before. Much to my surprise, I gained valuable personal insight amongst 
the fun team building exercises that Jackie facilitated.

We went through the Colors Leadership and Team building programs a number of 
months ago as a group.

We still refer to each other by our ‘colors’ and use the learnings and concepts we 
acquired that day.”

Nancy Smith  Sales Manager/Genesis Builders Group

"“Jackie’s training style is wonderful!! There is something in it for everyone.

Her True Colors Personality Training insights have aided me 
professionally as well as personally, helping me deal with situations 
outside of the office.

She brings up new concepts and atypical ways to use them!”                            
- Alexandra Larsen McKee Homes
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"I recently had the pleasure of working with Jackie Rainforth. She was one of
our guest speakers at our largest conference    of the year. We had hundreds of
people join virtually and Jackie's session was the most popular."

"I definitely want to tell you that Jackie is captivating. She is an incredible positive 
influencer and she has a passion for life, professionalism and leadership.  I look
forward to working with Jackie again."

Greg McDonald, CREB Calgary Real Estate Board
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“Jackie’s training course, Mastering Personal Performance & Personality to Profit, 
helped us to self-evaluate and understand how the sales process can be done 
more simply, smoothly, and professionally.

Colour profiling has had a huge impact on my career.

As Jackie would say, ‘Change your mindset to change your results!’”

Sue Gathercole, Sales Professional Normandeau Window Coverings

“Jackie did True Colors Team Building and Leadership training with us. After 
speaking with me about what we wanted to achieve, she customized the content 
specifically for
our needs and hit the nail on the head.

The course was intuitive, rewarding, and helpful, both personally and professionally. It 
was definitely worth the time! Jackie is amazing and super-fun too!”

Paula Strilchuk  -  Customer Service Manager/Genesis Builders Group

““Jackie is an exceptional trainer. We would highly recommend her.

She took the time to get to know our challenges and, with outstanding insight,
created the customized sales tools that enabled our sales associates to excel.

Our sales increased by 20% after her training including -  Mastering Personal 
Success and Personality to Profit True Colors training.”

Rose-Ann Normandeau, President, Normandeau Window Coverings
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“Anyone in business who has a team of people should train with, or hear Jackie Rainforth 
present.

Confident and totally on point with her information, she is incredibly knowledgeable and 
walks the talk.

Even as a seasoned professional, I left feeling refreshed with new ideas.  
Thank you Jackie, I appreciate your expertise.”

Dorothy Briggs, Event Planner, Owner Womanition Inc.

“Jackie is an informed, powerful speaker and trainer who knows her stuff!  

If  you  need  relationship  building, selling, or  personality  profiling, you  will  be  
amazed by Jackie’s presentations and thrilled with your results!”

Jessica LoRusso, Powered Profit Education

I would highly recommend Jackie as a speaker to any company, business leader or 
entrepreneur who has the desire to learn. 

I heard many positive comments on her presentation from my audience members,
and I personally walked away with some fabulous tips that I will use in the future.

Darla Zuk, Owner, Prestige Event Planning

“I have had the pleasure of booking Jackie as a guest presenter.

Jackie’s entertaining, engaging, and informative delivery style had everyone sitting on 
the edge of their seat as she showcased her expertise in modern strategies that 
actually work when implemented!

She is exceptionally generous in sharing her knowledge, experience and heartfelt 
stories that inspire and connect with the audience.

Jackie also shares great tools that are easy to implement and provide tangible results.”

Michelle Andrishak, CMC Founder & CEO Women in Business & Leadership Inc.
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